Clocking-In Systems
Time Precision - TP-100
Entry level clocking-in machine.
Up to 6 clockings per day.
Late clocking highlighted in RED.
Automatic time change for daylight saving.
Robust design suitable for the toughest of
workplaces.

Time Precision - TP-200
Entry level clocking-in machine with optional
output siren for start / stop / break times etc.
Up to 6 clockings per day.
Late clocking highlighted in RED.
Automatic time change for daylight saving.
Robust design suitable for the toughest of
workplaces.

Time Precision - TP-400
Automatically calculates hours worked, saving
time and money.
Up to 8 clockings per day.
Calculate pay periods on a weekly, bi-weekly or
monthly basis.
Automatic time change for daylight saving.
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InTime Lite
Advanced clocking-in machine utilising contactless
cards or fobs.
Optional output siren for start / stop / break times etc.
Comprehensive software package with detailed and
summary reports.
Export data to Excel and compatible payroll
packages such as Sage.

Handswipe Lite
Our most advanced clocking-in machine utilising a
biometric hand scanner for employees to clock in or out.
This field proven technology scans hands from above so is
not effected by wet, dirty or greasy hands.
Comprehensive software package with detailed and
summary reports.
Export data to Excel and compatible payroll packages
such as Sage.
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